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Springer Handbook of Mechanical EngineeringSpringer, 2009

	Mechanical engineering is a broad and complex field
	within the world of engineering and has close relations
	to many other fields. It is an important economic factor
	for all industrialized countries and the global market
	allows for wide international competition for products
	and processes in this field. To stay up to date with...
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The Real Business of Web DesignAllworth Press, 2004
The Real Business of Web Design reviews how the Internet became an integral part of our culture and provides a broad framework of specific tools for improving Web initiatives in any business. The author’s analysis of information as currency, the pitfalls of acronyms, the perils of "tech-talk," and the value of abundance helps make...
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Building Self-confidence for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where...
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Systems Modeling and Simulation: Theory and Applications, Asian Simulation Conference 2006Springer, 2007
The Asia Simulation Conference 2006 (JSST 2006) was aimed at exploring challenges in methodologies for modeling, control and computation in simulation, and their applications in social, economic, and financial fields as well as established scientific and engineering solutions. The conference was held in Tokyo from October 30 to November 1, 2006,...
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Wireless Networking Based ControlSpringer, 2010

	This book will have a broad appeal in the area of Wireless Networking-Based Control. Various engineering disciplines, control and communication science organizations will be interested in purchasing the book with a new, emerging, and important theme. Also, industry such as Honeywell and those (e.g. power industry, automotive industry,...
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Oracle Application Express 4.0 with Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2011

	Oracle Application Express (APEX) is a rapid web application development tool integrated directly into the Oracle database. APEX is a completely web-based application featuring many ready to use components, allowing developers to build and deploy professional web applications rapidly. Using SQL and PL/SQL as the development language it...
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Quality-Based Content Delivery over the InternetSpringer, 2011

	It is an obvious fact now that the Internet is becoming part of our life. More and more
	contents are delivered over the Internet. As the heterogeneity in the Internet increases,
	content providers are considering adaptive content delivery to achieve better user
	satisfaction. However, so far there are still no thorough study of how...
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Practical Haskell: A Real World Guide to ProgrammingApress, 2019

	
		Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the Haskell language, its libraries and environment, and to the functional programming paradigm that is fast growing in importance in the software industry. This book contains excellent coverage of the Haskell ecosystem and supporting tools, include Cabal and Stack for managing projects,...
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XML SchemasSybex, 2002
To many XML believers and purists, there’s been a canker at the heart of the beautiful rose that is XML since its very inception. Worse still, some believe that canker was put there by design. That canker is, of course, the Document Type Definition, or DTD, that defines the very essence of XML. DTDs are “foreign imports” based on...
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HTML 4.01 Weekend Crash CourseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Get up to Speed on HTML 4.01 — in a Weekend!
    The big day is Monday. The day you get to show off what you know about building Web pages with HTML. The problem is, you're not really up to speed. Maybe it's been a while since you used HTML. Or maybe you just like a challenge. In any event, we've got a solution for you...
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Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis via Ratio and Difference Judgement (Applied Optimization)Springer, 1999
The point of departure in the present book is that the  decision-makers involved in the evaluation of alternatives under  conflicting criteria express their preferential judgement by  estimating ratios of subjective values or differences of the  corresponding logarithms, the so-called grades. Three MCDA methods are  studied in detail; the Simple...
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iPod & iTunes (Missing Manuals)Pogue Press, 2005
Whether it's the ultra-thin, pocket-sized iPod or the vast music library known as iTunes, it seems like everyone is relying on these marvels of technology for their musical needs.  CDs and cassettes?  They're so twentieth century!
 			
 But like any cutting-edge technology, improvements come fast and furious.  To keep...
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